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Abstract—The clock buffer polarity assignment is one of the
effective design schemes to mitigate the power/ground noise
caused by the clock signal propagation in high-speed digital
systems. This paper overcomes a set of fundamental limitations
of the conventional clock buffer polarity assignment methods,
which are: 1) the unawareness of the signal delay (i.e., arrival
time) differences to the leaf clock buffering elements; 2) the
ignorance of the effect of the current fluctuation of nonleaf
clock buffering elements on the total peak current waveform;
and 3) the inability of supporting low-power digital designs
with multiple (dynamically operating) power modes. Clearly,
not addressing 1 and 2 in the polarity assignment may cause a
severe inaccuracy on the peak current estimation, which results
in unnecessarily high peak current. Moreover, without tackling 3,
designs may suffer from clock skew violation in some of the power
modes, affecting circuit speed or reliability. To overcome the
limitations, we propose a completely new fine-grained approach
to the clock buffer polarity assignment combined with buffer
sizing, formulating the problem into a multiobjective shortest
path problem and solving it effectively for designs with a single
power mode, while exploiting the flexibility of our multiobjective
shortest path formulation for designs with multiple power modes.
Through experiments using benchmark circuits, it is shown that
the proposed approach is able to produce designs with 17% lower
peak current and 20% lower power noise on average, compared
with the results produced by the best ever known method.

Index Terms—Adjustable delay buffer, buffer sizing, clock
skew, clock tree synthesis, multiple power modes, polarity
assignment, power/ground noise.

I. Introduction

AS THE CMOS process technology scales down, it be-
comes possible to use much lower supply voltages in

very large scale integration design. The use of lowered supply
voltage then enables reducing the power consumption in the
circuit. However, the use of lower supply voltage causes
the circuit to be more susceptible to the power and ground
noise, i.e., voltage fluctuation in the power and ground rails.
This noise also adversely affects circuit performance such as
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the delay of switching signal [2], [3]. The major sources of
the voltage fluctuation are attributed to the input and output
drivers and the internal logic circuitry, especially those that
switch near either rising or falling edge of clock signal [4].
In a synchronous high-speed circuit, the buffered clock tree
consumes a considerable amount of power since its clock
signal is one of the most actively switching sources in the
circuit. It is reported that the amount of clock power consumed
by a clock distribution network with clocked loads typically
accounts for one third to one half of the total chip power
dissipation [5]. This implies that the clock tree is one of the
major sources of power and ground noise.

Ideally, the clock signal should reach all sequential elements
at the same time from the clock source. However, in practice,
there exists some timing difference between the clock signal
paths from the clock source to the sequential elements due
to variations on path lengths and buffer characteristics on the
paths. The largest difference among the arrival times of clock
signal is called clock skew, and achieving zero clock skew is a
practically very difficult task. A doable solution is to limit the
clock skew in a certain bound that can tolerate all variations
caused by the clock skew. Furthermore, it should be noted
that as the applications run on a digital system are complex
and diverse, designing a system with multiple (dynamically
operating) power modes, in which the voltage applied to some
design module varies as the power mode changes, is regarded
as an effective strategy to save power consumption. For
designs with multiple power modes, optimizing the structure of
a clock tree to meet the clock skew constraint for every power
mode is an important task. However, such an optimization of
clock tree may cause a high power and ground noise in some
power mode if the effect of clock tree optimization on the
noise is not carefully taken into account.

Extensive research works on clock tree optimization, such
as clock routing, clock buffer insertion/sizing, and wire sizing,
have been performed to minimize clock skew for designs with
a single power mode [6]–[12]. In addition, as the importance
of maintaining the clock skew for designs with multiple
power modes has been aware, recently a number of post-
silicon tuning methods, particularly replacing some of normal
buffers in the clock tree with adjustable delay buffers (ADBs),
have been developed to cope with the clock skew problem
[13]–[17], in which they resolve the clock skew violation
caused by the dynamic change of power mode by properly
replacing some buffers with ADBs. Note that some works
have also utilized ADBs in designs of a single power mode to
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Fig. 1. Idea behind buffer polarity assignment. (a) Buffers exhibit high
IDD/ISS current at rising/falling edge of clock signal. (b) while inverters emit
high IDD/ISS current at falling/rising edge.

minimize the impact of process, environmental, or statistical
variation on clock skew [18]–[21]. However, all the works in
[6]–[17] do not address the power/ground noise problem at all.

It has been known that selectively assigning (positive or
negative) polarities to (initial) clock buffering elements by
properly replacing some of the buffering elements with invert-
ers is an effective way of reducing the power/ground noise.1

Fig. 1 illustrates the basic idea behind the polarity assignment.
A buffer is a chain of unequally sized two inverters and
exhibits current noise as shown in Fig. 1(a): at the rising edge
of clock signal, the buffer charges, drawing a high IDD current
while drawing a low ISS current. For inverters, the opposite
case happens as shown in Fig. 1(b). Thus, by mixing buffers
and inverters in the buffered clock tree, the designer is able
to disperse the current noise from/to VDD/Gnd at rising/falling
edge of clock signal. By observing the current waveforms in
Fig. 1, several techniques of buffer polarity assignment have
been proposed [22]–[29].

Nieh et al. [22] first proposed to assign positive polarity
onto a half of clock buffers and negative polarity onto the
rest half of the clock buffers. Thus, they equally divided the
whole clock tree into two subtrees and replaced the buffering
element at the root of a subtree with an inverter, so that
when the clock signal switches from 0 to 1 (or 1 to 0) all
buffers on one subtree charge (or discharge) current from VDD

(or to Gnd) while all buffers on the other subtree discharge
(or charge) current to Gnd (or from VDD). Note that the
buffering elements directly connected to flip-flops (FFs) are
called leaf nodes or sinks and the other buffering elements
non-leaf nodes or non-sinks. Thus, the FFs connected to a
leaf node assigned with negative polarity should be replaced
with negative-edge triggered FFs. Even though this simple
modification in [22] can reduce the total peak current over
the chip up to the limit, it is not able to effectively reduce
the power/ground noise in local regions. To overcome this

1A buffering element is said to be assigned with a positive polarity or a
negative polarity if its output switches in the same direction as or in the
opposite direction to that of the clock source, respectively.

limitation, Samanta et al. [23] used the physical placement
information of the buffering elements in determining buffers
and inverters so that for local regions, roughly half of the
buffering elements are assigned with positive polarity and
the other half with negative polarity. Although this paper is
able to reduce the power/ground noise greatly, sometimes it
is likely to cause a long clock skew because the effect of the
different delays of inverters and buffers on the clock skew
have not been taken into account. Chen et al. [24] observed
that the peak current occurs at the time when the clock signal
arrives at the buffering elements (i.e., leaves) that are directly
incident to FFs, as validated by SPICE simulation. Thus, they
proposed a method of assigning polarities to the leaves, using
the physical placement information of the leaves, with the ob-
jective of minimizing the power/ground noise while satisfying
the clock skew constraint. In addition, the approach by Ryu
and Kim [25] placed more weight on the power/ground noise
minimization than the clock tree embedding, thus performing
polarity assignment followed by clock tree construction. How-
ever, this approach required wire overhead, which is about
5%. Kang and Kim [26] considered the delay variations in
the polarity assignment. They performed polarity assignment
that minimizes the power/ground noise, while meeting the
skew yield constraint caused by the clock skew variation.
On the other hand, Jang et al. [27] proposed an integrated
approach to the polarity assignment combined with buffer
sizing to further explore the design space. Lu and Taskin [28]
attempted to assign polarity to non-leaf buffering elements,
as well as leaf elements by which the peak current noise
was reduced by 5.5% further by reducing the noise from the
non-leaf elements at the expense of the increase of clock
skew. Later, in [29], they proposed to perform skew tuning
on the polarity assigned clock trees to reduce the clock skew
in the worst corner. Recent research shows that polarities
may be adjusted dynamically by using XOR gates and double
edge triggered flip-flops, which makes clock gating mode-
specific noise reduction possible [30], [31]. The critical flaws
of all the previous polarity assignment approaches [22]–[25],
[27] are: 1) the unawareness of the signal delay (i.e., arrival
time) differences to the leaf nodes; 2) the ignorance of the
effect of non-leaf nodes’ current fluctuations on the total peak
current waveform; and 3) the inability of supporting designs
of multiple power modes. Clearly, not addressing 1 and 2
in polarity assignment may cause a severely inaccurate peak
current (or peak power/ground noise) estimation. Moreover,
multipower mode unaware approaches may cause clock skew
violation in some power modes, which would affect circuit
speed or reliability. By addressing the limitations, we propose
a completely new solution to the problem of clock buffer
polarity assignment combined with buffer sizing, employing a
fine-grained noise estimation technique, rather than using the
peak current values only at the four time sampling points of
(VDD, rising), (VDD, falling), (Gnd, rising), and (Gnd, falling),
as adopted by the previous works. The contributions of the
work are summarized as follows.

1) We propose a fine-grained clock buffer polarity assign-
ment algorithm that overcomes the limitations of the
previous works: a) the unawareness of the signal delay
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Fig. 2. (a) Simple clock tree with four leaf nodes. (b) Expected peak current value by the leaf nodes for each of the possible polarity assignments. N means
a negative polarity and P means a positive polarity. The fourth assignment (N, N, P, P) produces the lowest value of total peak current of 387 μA. (c) Current
waveforms by non-leaf nodes’ noise unaware optimal polarity assignment [= (N, N, P, P) in (b)] to leaf nodes. Dark dotted line is the current waveform from
leaf nodes only while blue solid line shows the total current from all clock nodes. (d) Current waveforms resulting from non-leaf nodes’ noise aware optimal
polarity assignment [= (N, N, P, N) in (b)] to leaf nodes.

Fig. 3. (a) Profile of a buffer BUF1, an inverter INV1, an adjustable delay buffer ADB, and an adjustable delay inverter ADI. P+ and P- denote the noise
emitted at the rising and falling edges of clock signal. (b) Optimal polarity assignment using BUF1, INV1, and ADB for a design with two power modes M1
and M2. Two numbers (26, 22) in parenthesis at the top indicate the total peak noise corresponding to P+ and P- for power modes M1 and M2. Thus, the
peak noise is 26. (c) Optimal polarity assignment using ADI together with BUF1, INV1, and ADB. The peak noise is reduced from 26 to 25.

differences to the leaf nodes, and b) the ignorance of
the effect of non-leaf nodes’ current fluctuations on
the peak current waveform. We overcome a) and b)
by formulating the polarity assignment problem into
a multiobjective shortest path problem and solving it
effectively.

2) We propose an extended solution to the problem of
polarity assignment 3 for designs with multiple power
modes. We propose a systematic solution that effectively
exploits the flexibility of our multiobjective shortest path
formulation used for designs with a single power mode.
The proposed solution meets the clock skew bound in all
power modes by doing simultaneous polarity assignment
and buffer sizing while considering all power modes.
For the designs with larger clock skews where the clock
skew bound cannot be met with polarity assignment and
buffer sizing, our proposed solution may be applied to
the clock trees that have preplaced ADBs, which may
be obtained with existing ADB embedding techniques
[13]–[17]. In addition, we propose to use a new cell
component, which we call adjustable delay inverters
(ADIs) combined with the use of ADBs to maximally
reduce the peak noise.

3) We include diverse practical analyses such as effect
of buffer sizing on polarity assignment, characterizing
buffering elements as well as theoretical analyses such

as proof of NP-completeness, time complexity of the al-
gorithms, and extensive experimental data to support the
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The applicability of this paper is extended to include
the low power designs of multiple power modes, as well
as to the diverse high-speed designs of a single power
mode.

II. Observations

Since the leaf buffering elements are the major contributor
to the (total) peak current as illustrated by [24], our work also
focuses on the polarity assignment on leaf buffering elements.
This section includes a number of important observations we
have made regarding how the previous works on polarity
assignment lack the accuracy in estimating peak current, how
the previous works of ADB allocation to support designs with
multiple power modes lose the opportunity of reducing peak
current, and what factors we should focus on or ignore.

Observation 1 (the effect of current fluctuation by non-leaf
buffers): Let us consider the problem of assigning polarity to
the four leaf nodes on the clock tree in Fig. 2(a). All possible
combinations of polarity assignment by replacing each node
with buffer or inverter and the corresponding value of total
peak current obtained by summing the peak current values of
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the nodes are summarized in the table in Fig. 2(b), where P

and N indicate positive and negative polarities, respectively.
From the table, we can see that the fourth assignment

(N, N, P, P) produces the lowest value of total peak current,
which is 387 μA. The dark dotted curve in Fig. 2(c) shows
the accumulated current waveform of the leaf nodes for
the polarity assignment (N, N, P, P). On the other hand, the
blue solid curve in Fig. 2(d) shows the accumulated current
waveform of all nodes, including the two non-leaf buffers,
from which we can see that the actual value of total peak
current is unbalanced, i.e., skewed to the left (at time = 2.2 ps),
resulting in the peak current of 691.79 μA. However, the dark
dotted curve in Fig. 2(d) shows the current waveform of the
leaf nodes when the polarity assignment is (N, N, P, N); thus,
the peak is skewed to the right. The blue solid curve in
Fig. 2(d) which shows the resulting waveform of all nodes,
however, has much reduced peak current, which is around
542 μA. This observation implies that the current fluctuation
by non-leaf nodes should be taken into account during the
process of polarity assignment of leaf nodes.

Observation 2 (the effect of clock signal delay difference):
Another observation from the current waveforms in Fig. 2(d)
indicates that by knowing that some leaf nodes may switch at
different times due to unequal clock signal propagation delays,
the current fluctuation by the non-leaf nodes contributes differ-
ently to the (accumulated) current waveforms at the time when
the leaf nodes switch. Thus, any time instance in a certain
time interval [e.g., time in [1.0, 4.0] in Fig. 2(d)] can be a
time sampling candidate at which peak current may occur.

Observation 3 (the unawareness of peak noise in designs
with multiple power modes): For the designs with multiple
power modes, it is known that ADBs are very useful to meet
the clock skew constraint for every power mode. For example,
Fig. 3(b) shows an optimal polarity assignment using a buffer
BUF1, an inverter INV1, and an adjustable delay buffer ADB
in Fig. 3(a) for a design of two power modes. The peak noise
is 26. However, if we include another type of delay adjustable
element, which we call ADI as shown in Fig. 3(a), a better
polarity assignment can be produced, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
This observation implies that by carefully performing polarity
assignment using ADBs and normal buffers/inverter together
with ADIs for designs with multiple power modes, it is
possible to reduce the peak current further while satisfying
the clock skew constraint for every power mode.

Fig. 4 shows a capacitor bank based ADI we have imple-
mented. The implementation of ADI is almost identical to that
of ADB in [16], except the polarity of ADI is opposite to that
of ADB. In this ADI implementation, the capacitor bank acts
as a variable capacitor between the two inverters, adjusting
delay. The number of switched capacitors in the capacitor
banks 1 and 2 may be traded off for better control of the
ADI delay and area overhead.

Observation 4 (the effect of polarity assignment and buffer
sizing on siblings): Table I shows an HSPICE simulation
result on a clock tree with 16 leaf buffering elements. The
16 buffering elements are driven by a parent buffer sized
as BUF X16 (Rout = 397.6 �). The first column indicates
the number of buffers, all of which were initially BUF X4

Fig. 4. Our proposed capacitor bank based implementation of ADI. The
capacitor banks contain switched capacitors that are dynamically controllable.
The number of capacitors in the two banks is a design parameter that controls
the granularity of the discrete delay steps and the delay range of the ADI.

TABLE I

Impact of Buffer Sizing and Polarity Assignment to 15 Siblings

on a Buffer. Data Was Obtained by Gradually Replacing the

Siblings From Buffers to Inverters: Columns TD , Peak, and

Slew Are the Propagation Delay, Peak of the Noise Current,

and Slew Rate of the Buffer, Respectively. The Change Has

Little Influence on TD and Slew, But It Has a Direct Influence

on the Peak

(Cin = 1 fF), replaced with inverters of INV X8 (Cin = 2.2
fF). For example, #Invs = 3 means that three out of 16 buffers
are replaced with inverters and the remaining 13 buffers are left
unchanged. By replacing BUF X4 with INV X8, both the
polarity and buffer size are affected, making the effect of the
replacement more observable. We measured the propagation
delay (TD in the table) and clock slew2 of a buffer and the
peak current at its power rail, while its siblings are replaced.
It is observed from the table that the clock signal delay at the
rising time increases by up to 7.5 ps and the slew degrades
by up to 40.76 ps, both of which occur between two extreme
(unrealistic) polarity assignments (i.e., those in the first and
last rows in the table). From the practical point of view, we can
see from the table that the slew changed by a local update in
the number of #Invs and #Bufs is less than 4 ps. Furthermore,
the slew degradation is less of a concern in real clock trees

2We used 20%–80% rise time or 80%–20% fall time for slew.
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where the parent buffers have better driving strength by having
more options for buffer/inverter sizing. Hence, it is acceptable
to assume that the result of polarity assignment or buffer
sizing to a buffering element has a negligible effect on the
delay and clock slew of its siblings, but the peak current
varies significantly. This observation indicates that when we
consider a polarity assignment or a buffer sizing to a leaf
buffering element, we can ignore the delay and slew change
of its siblings, and focus only on minimizing peak current.

III. Problem Formulation

We formally describe the polarity assignment problem com-
bined with buffer sizing as follows.

Problem 1 (WaveMin): (Polarity assignment combined with
buffer sizing for peak current minimization) Given a buffer
library B, an inverter library I, a set L of leaf buffering
elements (i.e., sinks), a set S of time samplings, and clock
skew constraint κ, find a mapping function φ : L �→ {B ∪ I}
that minimizes the quantity of

max
s∈S

{∑
ei∈L

noise(φ(ei), s)

}
(1)

s.t tskew(φ) ≤ κ

where tskew(φ) is the clock skew induced by mapping φ and
noise(φ(ei), s) is the value of peak current estimation at a time
sampling point s caused by the switching of node ei when it
is assigned with φ(ei) ∈ {B ∪ I}.

Note that |B| = |I| = 1 corresponds to polarity assignment
without buffer sizing. S represents the set of not only discretely
sampled times of interest such as the rising and falling edges
of clock signal but also power lines of interest. For example,
S may contain four times: when VDD and Gnd are on the rising
edge of clock tree; when VDD and Gnd on the falling edge. As
S includes more (meaningful) time sampling points, the peak
current estimation would be more accurate.

In the following, we show that WaveMin is NP-complete by
reducing the decision version of PeakMin [27], which is NP-
complete, to Decision-WaveMin problem which is the decision
version of WaveMin.

Problem 2 (Decision-WaveMin): For a WaveMin instance
with (L, B, I, S, κ) and a constant c, is there a mapping φ

such that the value of (2) is less than or equal to c?
Problem 3 (Decision-PeakMin): For a set L of leaf buffer-

ing elements, a buffer library B, an inverter library I, clock
skew bound κ, and a constant c, find a mapping function
φ : L �→ {B ∪ I} such that c is greater than the quantity
of

max

{ ∑
φ(ei)∈B

peak(φ(ei)),
∑

φ(ei)∈I

peak(φ(ei))

}
(2)

s.t. tskew(φ) ≤ κ

where tskew(φ) is the clock skew induced by mapping φ and
peak(φ(ei)) indicates the amount of peak current on φ(ei) over
time period [0, ∞).

Theorem 1: Decision-PeakMin is NP-complete [27].
Theorem 2: Decision-WaveMin is NP-complete.

Proof: It is easy to see that Decision-WaveMin is in NP,
because a nondeterministic algorithm needs only to guess a
mapping of buffering elements in L to a buffer in B or an
inverter in I, and check in polynomial time if the value of (2)
is less than or equal to c or not.

We transform Decision-PeakMin to Decision-WaveMin:
by passing all parameters of Decision-PeakMin to
Decision-WaveMin with |S| = 2 composed of VDD rail
at the rising and falling edges of the clock, every instance
of Decision-PeakMin can be exactly mapped to an instance
of Decision-WaveMin, in which the summation term for
buffers in (2) is VDD rail at the rising edge of the clock,
which corresponds to the summation term in (2) in a time
sampling point in S, while the summation term for inverters
in (2) is VDD rail at the falling edge, which corresponds to
the summation term in (2) in the other time sampling point
in S.

Since WaveMin is a generalized version of PeakMin [27],
as illustrated in the proof of Theorem 2, we will borrow a
number of key concepts from the work in [27] such as feasible
time interval to satisfy the skew constraint κ and local zones
by which the circuit is divided into tiles to tackle the noise
minimization tile by the tile basis.

IV. Background and Preprocessing

Since the work of PeakMin [27] has provided a useful
basis, we recapitulate the terminologies it used and review
its approach using an example in the first subsection. Then, in
the second subsection, a preprocessing step, which is to extract
noise data as well as time sampling points for all combinations
of buffers/inverters in B ∪ I and sinks in L, is described.

A. Review of PeakMin [27]

Fig. 5 shows an example of clock tree with four leaf nodes
(i.e., sinks) e1, e2, e3, and e4, in which we assume the leaf
nodes are all initially assigned to (i.e., sized by) BUF X2 in
buffer library B, resulting in the arrival times3 of 69, 70, 71,
and 70 to the FFs driven by the leaf nodes. We assume the
clock skew constraint κ = 5. Furthermore, we assume buffer
library B = {BUF X1, BUF X2} and inverter library I =
{INV X1, INV X2}. Table II details B and I used in the
presentation.

For the clock tree in Fig. 5 with libraries B and I in Table II,
PeakMin performs the polarity assignment in three steps.
(Step 1) The first step is, for each sink, to collect all (distinct)
arrival times of the sink resulting from the trials of assigning
the sink to all elements in B and I. For example, in Fig. 5
and Table II, the arrival time of sink e2 is 70 when BUF X2,
whose delay is 19, is assigned to e2. If the other three types,
i.e., BUF X1, INV X1, and INV X2, whose delays are,
respectively, 24, 21, and 17, are assigned to e2, the arrival
times will be 75, 72, and 68. Thus, the collected arrival times
are {68, 70, 72, 75}. This process is applied to every sink
and the set of arrival times is extracted. Then, the sets are
merged into one. The numbers arranged in the bottom of grids

3We will simply say the arrival times of sinks unless it causes confusion.
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Fig. 5. Example of clock tree with four leaf nodes e1, e2, e3, and e4. It is
assumed that all leaf nodes are initially sized by BUF X2 in buffer library
B, generating arrival times of 69, 70, 71, and 70 to the FFs driven by the leaf
nodes.

TABLE II

Characterization of B = {BUF X1, BUF X2} and I = {INV X1,

INV X2}. TD Represents the Signal Propagation Delay, P+ and

P- Indicate the Values of the Peak IDD at the Rising and

Falling Edges of the Input, Respectively. (For Brevity, We

Omit Here the Values of P+ and P- of ISS )

Fig. 6. Illustration of intervals of arrival times for the example in Fig. 5 and
Table II. Each dot in the grid represents a buffer or an inverter. For example,
the large red dot located at position (68, e2) indicates that e2 has arrival time
of 68 when INV X2 is assigned to it. Each arrival time and the clock skew
constraint (κ = 5) defines an interval. For example, the yellow area indicates
interval [74-κ, 74] = [69, 74] of arrival time t = 74.

in Fig. 6 show the distribution of arrival times. (Step 2) The
second step is to convert the arrival times into intervals. For
an arrival time t, its time interval is defined as [t − κ, t].
For example, the yellow area in Fig. 6 shows time interval
(= [74 − κ, 74] = [69, 74]) of t = 74. Since interval [69, 74]
contains at least one buffer or inverter in each row of sinks
e1, e2, e3, and e4 in Fig. 6, which is called feasible time
interval, polarity assignment to the sinks is possible using
the buffers and inverters in the interval, while clock skew
constraint (κ) is satisfied. PeakMin collects all the feasible
intervals of the arrival times. (Step 3) In the last step, for
each feasible interval obtained in step 2, PeakMin performs
polarity assignment with sizing to minimize the peak noise
and selects the solution corresponding to the interval which
has the lowest peak noise. PeakMin formulated the polarity

Fig. 7. Characterizing a buffer in B assigned to a sink. (a) Clock pulse is
applied to the input of the buffer. Then, the current waveforms of IDD and ISS,
and the signal propagation time TD of the buffer are measured and recorded.
(b) Only the hot spots of waveforms of IDD and ISS are captured as most of
the nonzero sampled values are located near the rising and falling edges of the
input. There are 12 sampling points, s1, s2, · · · , s12 and s1, · · · , s6 are from
IDD and s7, · · · , s12 from ISS. Inverters in I are also similarly characterized.

assignment problem with sizing into a Knapsack problem and
solved it optimally in pseudopolynomial time.

B. Time Sampling Points

To compute (2), it is required to measure the value of
noise(φ(ei), s). That is, the current waveforms of ISS and IDD

for each buffer/inverter in B ∪ I must be known. Instead of
running a full-fledged HSPICE simulation on the clock tree,
every combination of buffers/inverters in B ∪ I and sinks in
L can be characterized to calculate the approximate values
of the corresponding noise function. Fig. 7(a) shows a node
in clock tree on which we focus to extract noise data. By
applying a clock pulse to the input A, the current waveforms
of IDD and ISS and the signal propagation time TD of the
buffer are measured and recorded as a data entry in the lookup
table noise. We use the linear interpolation method to build
noise function. Note that we capture only the hot spots of
waveforms of IDD and ISS since the sampled values in the
current waveforms are mostly zero and the nonzero values
are located near the rising and falling edges of the input. For
example, in Fig. 7(b), times s1, s2, · · · , s12 are selected as the
time sampling points to form S in (2).

Note that the waveforms depend on the input slew as well.
We have measured the average clock slew in the clock trees
and used slew of 20 ps during profiling, where 20 ps is the
value of 1 to 3 ps sharper than the average clock slew. The
rationale is that with the sharper clock transition, upper bounds
for noise can be obtained as ISS and IDD would make sharper
transition too. However, the input clock slew must not be too
different from the one observed in the clock tree since it would
lead to inaccurate estimation.

V. Polarity Assignment for Single Power Mode

Designs

This section describes two algorithms to solve the polarity
assignment for designs of a single power mode. One is an
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Fig. 8. Flow of our proposed polarity assignment for designs with a single
power mode.

approximation algorithm called ClkWaveMin and the other is
a fast heuristic algorithm called ClkWaveMin-f.

A. Overview

Fig. 8 shows the flow of our proposed clock polarity assign-
ment. The inputs to our polarity assignment framework are a
synthesized buffered clock tree, libraries B and I, and clock
skew constraint κ, from which the preprocessing of extracting
noise data and sampling points is performed, followed by
generating all feasible time intervals of the arrival times that
are computed by mapping every element in B ∪ I to sinks.

Since power/ground noise is a local effect, we divide the
design into several zones and apply our algorithms to the zones
one by one to minimize the peak current at each zone, which
targets the maximum peak current value as the objective cost
to be minimized. Now, for the rest of this section we focus
on the discussion of ClkWaveMin and ClkWaveMin-f to be
applied to a time interval [t − κ, t] with a zone zi.

We transform the WaveMin problem into the min–max
problem (or sometimes called max ordering problem in some
literature [32]) which we can solve by solving the multi-
objective shortest path (MOSP) problem, for which we use
a fully polynomial ε-approximation algorithm devised by
Warburton [33]. Our formulation of WaveMin problem to

the MOSP problem is described in Section V-B, by which
we then use Warburton’s approximation algorithm to solve
the transformed MOSP problem that is a fully polynomial
algorithm in time and space criteria: O(rn3(n/ε)2r) time and
O(rn(n/ε)r) space where r is the arc weight dimension and n

is the number of vertices in MOSP graph.

B. Mapping WaveMin Problem to MOSP Problem

We first formally define the MOSP problem.
Problem 4 (MOSP): Given a directed graph G = (V, A),

r dimensional vector weight w ∈ W(a) for each arc a ∈ A

and two vertices s, t ∈ V , find all Pareto-optimal paths4 from
s to t, where the cost of a path is defined as the sum of arc
weights along the path.

Even for r = 2, it is known that the decision version of
MOSP problem is NP-complete [34]. Fig. 9 shows an example
of converting an instance of WaveMin in an interval [t1 −κ, t1]
to a graph of MOSP problem. Column Feasible types in the
tables in Fig. 9(a) and (b) are the buffers and inverters in B∪I

that can be assigned to the corresponding sink in L without
violating clock skew constraint, and the numbers in the entries
of the tables represent the corresponding noise values of
IDD and ISS. For example, the number (= 96) in the entry at
location (e1, B1, s1) in Fig. 9(a) indicates that the peak noise
of IDD at time s1 is 96 when sink e1 is assigned with buffer
B1, and the number (= 75) in the entry at location (e4, I1, s3)
in Fig. 9(b) indicates that the peak noise of ISS at time s3 is
75 when sink e4 is assigned with inverter I1. Note that the
WaveMin instance has four time sampling slots s1, · · · , s4

where s1 and s2 are the sampling slots for IDD noise waveform
and s3 and s4 are for ISS. The transformed MOSP graph of the
WaveMin instance in Fig. 9(a) and (b) is shown in Fig. 9(c).
The MOSP graph has vertices with row (representing sinks)
and column (representing elements in B ∪ I ) properties, and
each vertex corresponds to a distinct feasible assignment of a
sink to a buffer or inverter in B ∪ I in the WaveMin instance.
For example, the vertex labeled with e2B2, i.e., located at the
intersection of row e2 and column B2 corresponds to the option
of assigning sink e2 with buffer B2 in Fig. 9(a). A vertex in
row i has an incoming arc from every vertex in row i−1. The
MOSP graph has two dummy vertices called src and dest. The
src is directed to every vertex in the first row and every vertex
in the last row is directed to dest. For an arc (u, v) where v is
at row r and column c, the arc weight is defined as w(u, v) =
(noise(er, c, s1), · · · , noise(er, c, s|S|)). For example, any arc
directed to vertex e2I1 in Fig. 9(c) has arc weight of w(·, e2I1)
= (noise(e2, I1, s1), noise(e2, I1, s2), noise(e2, I1, s3),
noise(e2, I1, s4)) = (8, 73, 70, 7), as shown in the red box in
Fig. 9(c). One exception is vertex dest. For the arcs directed
to dest, the arc weights are assigned to reflect the noise
caused by the non-leaf buffering elements of the clock tree to
account for observation 1 in Section II. Algorithm 1 describes
the conversion of a WaveMin instance to an MOSP graph.

The multidimensional distance w(u, v) is assigned as the
estimated noise value when option v is selected for the final

4It corresponds to finding all nondominated paths in the graph, that is,
paths for which it is not possible to find a better total weight on a vector
entry without getting worse on some of the other entries.
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Fig. 9. Example of converting an instance of ClkWaveMin with interval [t1 − κ, t1] to an MOSP graph. For each fixed time interval, the feasibility of buffer
and inverter types for each node can be calculated and the corresponding noise values for each noise slot can be determined. In this example, there are four
slots s1, · · · , s4, where s1, s2 are sampling slots for IDD noise waveform and s3, s4 are for ISS. The MOSP graph has vertices with row and column properties.
For example, the vertex (labeled as e2I1) located at row e2 column I1 corresponds to the option of assigning node e2 with inverter type I1. The graph has
two additional nodes src and dest marked as red color. A vertex in row i has incoming arcs from all the vertices in row i − 1. For an arc (u, v) where v is
at row r column c, the arc weight is defined as w(u, v) = (noise(r, c, s1), · · · , noise(v, c, s|S|)). For example, any arc which is directed to vertex e2I1 has arc
weight of w(·, e2I1) = (noise(e2, I1, s1), noise(e2, I1, s2), noise(e2, I1, s3), noise(e2, I1, s4)) = (8, 73, 70, 7). One exception is vertex dest. For the arcs directed
to dest, the arc weights are assigned to reflect the noise caused by the non-leaf buffering elements of clock tree.

assignment; hence, the distance of path s � t represents
the (accumulated) noise, and the vertices in between the path
indicate the corresponding assignments. For example, if vertex
e2B2 is on path s � t, node e2 should be assigned with a buffer
of type B2. The degree of MOSP graph G is O(|B|+ |I|) since
a node can have at most |B|+|I| incoming and at most |B|+|I|
outgoing arcs. Therefore, the number of arcs in G is bounded
by O(2(|B|+ |I|)|L|+ 2) = O(|L|), since there are only limited
available types of buffers and inverters, meaning that |B| + |I|
is a constant. Last, arc weight dimension r equals |S|.

The resulting problem is solved with Warburton’s algorithm
[33] and all approximated Pareto-optimal paths from s to t

are found. Among the retrieved paths, we take the path with
the minimum worst distance as our WaveMin solution. The
path is a valid solution to WaveMin problem because the
MOSP graph is directed acyclic since arc (u, v) exists between
vertices u and v only if row(v) − row(u) = 1. The overall
runtime of Warburton’s approximation algorithm is given as
O(rn3(n/ε)2r) and substituting r and n yields O(|S||L|3((|B|+
|I|)·|L|/ε)2|S|). The final selection of min–max solution among
O(r(n/ε)r) Pareto-optimal solutions has execution time of
O(r × r(n/ε)r + r(n/ε)r) = O(|S|2((|B| + |I|) · |L|/ε)|S|).

C. Fast Algorithm

In addition to using Warburton’s approximation algorithm,
we propose a fast version ClkWaveMin-f with lower time

and space complexity than ClkWaveMin. In contrast to
ClkWaveMin that tries to find an optimal or approximate
shortest path, ClkWaveMin-f performs the polarity assignment
vertex by vertex basis iteratively, by selecting and assigning
a buffer or an inverter with the least noise-worsening first
from its current state. Let sum denote the noise expectation
contributed by the currently selected set of vertices in the
MOSP graph G(V, A), as well as all the non-leaf nodes in
the clock tree. Then, for each unselected vertex v ∈ V , M(v)
= max(sum(si) + noise(v, si), si ∈ S) is calculated and the
vertex with the minimum M(v) is selected as the vertex of
choice in this iteration. For next iteration, sum is updated and
the other vertices in the same row as v are removed from V

to prevent the leaf node associated to v from further sizing
or polarity assignment. The iteration continues until there is
no more vertex in V . The space used by ClkWaveMin-f is
O(|S||L|) since there are O(|L|) vertices in the MOSP graph
and the running time is O(|S||L|2).

VI. Polarity Assignment for Multiple Power

Mode Designs

In real designs, there may be arrival time variations induced
by many causes. It has been shown in [27] that buffer/inverter
sizing can be utilized to satisfy the clock skew for clock trees
that has multiple operating points due to thermal variations.
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Algorithm 1 Conversion of WaveMin instance to MOSP graph.

1: function WaveMin 2MOSP(L, κ, noise, B, I, S)
2: V ← ∅; � Vertices
3: A ← ∅; � Arcs
4: for ei ∈ L do � Vertex construction
5: for type ∈ feasible subset of B ∪ I for ei do
6: // Allocate and place vertices at proper place
7: v ← new vertex();
8: row(v) ← i;
9: column(v) ← type;

10: V ← V ∪ {v};
11: end for
12: end for
13: Create and prepend a row, as the new first (0-th) row;
14: Place a dummy node src in the first row;
15: for r ∈ rows do � Arc construction
16: q ← next row(r);
17: for all (u, v), where u ∈ r and v ∈ q do
18: a = (u, v);
19: A ← A ∪ {a};
20: type = column(v);
21: // S is the set of sampling points
22: weight(a) ← noise(er, type, S);
23: end for
24: end for
25: r ← the current last row;
26: Create and append a row, as the new last ((r+1)-th)

row;
27: Place a dummy node dest in the last row;
28: for all vertices u in row r do � Arcs to dest vertex
29: Allocate and add a new arc (u, dest) in A;
30: weight(a) ← noise(non-leaf, S) � Supporting

observation 1 in Section II
31: end for
32: return G(V, A);
33: end function

However, they assumed that the peak noise is invariant with
respect to the temperature since the peak noise is the greatest at
the coolest state, and this value can be used as a pessimistic
upper bound of the noise for other operating points. Unfor-
tunately, this assumption is invalid in multiple power mode
designs, in which the primary source of the delay variations
is the local adjustment of the power supply voltage, VDD. In
this section, we use the concept of intersection of intervals
to satisfy the clock skew constraint and provide a method for
minimizing noise in multipower mode designs.

Consider the example of clock tree shown in Fig. 10 with
two power modes M1 and M2 such that in M1, both of the
voltage islands A1 and A2 operate at VDD =1.1 V, by which
all leaf nodes (i.e., sinks) have arrival time of 70, while in M2,
A2 operates at VDD =0.9V, which increases the arrival times
of e3 and e4 from 70 to 78 (+4 from the parent node of e3

and e4 and another +4 from each of e3 and e4). The clock
tree must support both M1 and M2 under some bounded clock
skew constraint. Let the skew bound κ be 5 in this example.
Clearly, the clock skew in Fig. 10 is violated in M2.

TABLE III

Characterization of B = {BUF X1, BUF X2} and I = {INV X1,

INV X2}. TD Represents the Signal Propagation Delay, P+ and

P- Indicate the Values of the Peak IDD at the Rising and

Falling Edges of the Input. (For Brevity, We Omit Here the

Values of P+ and P- of ISS )

Fig. 10. Example of clock tree that has two voltage islands A1 and A2 such
that in power mode M1, both A1 and A2 operate at VDD =1.1 V and in power
mode M2, A1 operates at 1.1 V while A2 operates at 0.9 V. All nodes are
initially assigned with BUF X2.

Fig. 11. Illustration of intervals of arrival times for the example in Fig. 10
and Table III. Each dot in the grids represents a buffer or inverter. For example,
the large red dot located at position (68, e3) in M1 indicates that e3 has arrival
time of 68 when INV X2 is assigned to it in power mode M1.

To tackle this problem, we first compute the sets of feasible
intervals for all power modes, and then intersect them to
identify, for each sink in L, the buffer/inverter types in B ∪ I

that can be assigned to the sink. For example, Fig. 11 illustrates
all intervals for power modes M1 and M2 in Fig. 10. With
κ = 5, in M1 there are time intervals [70, 75], [67, 72], [65, 70],
and [63, 68] defined by arrival times 75, 72, 70, and 68, and all
of them are feasible intervals. In M2, there are eight intervals
but only intervals [74, 79], [73, 78], and [72, 77] are feasible.
With feasible intervals in all power modes, we are now ready
to obtain intersections of feasible intervals in different power
modes. Fig. 11 involves 12 intersections between M1 and M2,
i.e., {[70, 75], [67, 72], [65, 70], [63, 68]}×{[74, 79], [73, 78],
[72, 77]}. For example, intersection (70, 79) (= [65, 70]×[74,
79]) denotes that interval [65, 70] of M1 and [74, 79] of M2
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TABLE IV

Node-to-Type Feasibility Information of All Feasible

Intersections, When the Clock Skew Bound Is κ = 5

fsbl: assignment with no skew violation
infsbl: assignment that causes skew violation

are chosen, which means extracting, for each sink, a maximal
subset of buffers and inverters that are contained in both of
the sets of feasible buffers and inverters in [65, 70] of M1

and [74, 79] of M2. In Fig. 11, since [65, 70] of M1 has
{BUF X2, INV X2} for sink e1, {BUF X2, INV X2} for
e2, {BUF X2, INV X2} for e3, and {BUF X2, INV X2}
for e4 while [74, 79] of M2 has {BUF X1} for e1,
{BUF X1} for e2, {BUF X2, INV X1, INV X2} for e3,
and {BUF X2, INV X1, INV X2} for e3, intersection (70,
79) returns φ (= {BUF X2, INV X2}∩{BUF X1}) for e1,
φ (= {BUF X2, INV X2}∩{BUF X1}) for e2, {BUF X2,
INV X2} (= {BUF X2, INV X2}∩{BUF X2, INV X1,
INV X2}) for e3, and {BUF X2, INV X2} (= {BUF X2,
INV X2}∩{BUF X2, INV X1, INV X2}) for e4. An in-
tersection (ti, · · · , tj) is called a feasible intersection if the
resulting set of buffers and inverters for every sink is not empty
and called an infeasible intersection, otherwise. Thus, (70, 79)
is an infeasible intersection.

The example in Fig. 11 has three feasible intersections
(75, 79), (75, 78), and (72, 77) among 12 possible intersec-
tions. The intersection results are summarized in Table IV in
which fsbl indicates that its buffer or inverter is feasible to
use in that interval and infsbl indicates that it is not feasible.
As long as only the feasible types are selected, the clock
skew is satisfied for all power modes. The difficulty lies in
minimizing the noise for multiple modes as there are multiple
different noise values from multiple modes to optimize. In this
noise optimization problem, the objective is to minimize the
worst case noise. In other words, noises in M1 and M2 for the
example in Figs. 10 and 11 have the same priority or weight;
if we concatenate the noise values from all the modes into one
vector, this is still a valid cost formulation of MOSP problem.
Hence, we translate the noise from each power mode as an
extra dimension in the MOSP problem formulation. Fig. 12
shows the MOSP graph of the intersection (75, 79). As with
optimization of single power mode, MOSP graph vertices
represent which buffer or inverter types are available to each
sink. The arc weights are composed of noise from multiple
modes. For example, the arc from e1B1 to e2B1 has weight
of <130, 13, 120, 10> where 130 and 13 are from P+ and

Fig. 12. Updated MOSP graph supporting intersection (75, 79) in Fig. 11.
The cost formulation of MOSP problem is still valid.

P- columns of VDD =1.1 V and 120 and 10 are from VDD

=0.9 V in BUF X2 row of Table II. Optimizing this MOSP
problem (without approximation) yields noise of <268, 268,
280 266> with the assignment of BUF X1 to e1, BUF X1
to e2, INV X1 to e3, and INV X1 to e4, resulting in clock
skew of 3 in M1 and 4 in M2. Thus, the worst noise for the
feasible intersection (75, 79) is 280. Likewise, the worst noise
for the other intersections (75, 78) and (72, 77) is each 770.
Consequently, the best solution is from (75, 79) since its noise
is the least.

Although ClkWaveMin can endure some degree of clock
skew, the arrival time variation may be too large in designs
of multiple power modes so that it is impossible to satisfy
the clock skew without the use of ADBs. Fig. 13 is the flow
of ClkWaveMin-M, an extension of ClkWaveMin for multiple
power mode designs. Given a synthesized clock tree and clock
skew constraint κ, the clock signal arrival times in each power
mode are calculated by ClkWaveMin and noise is minimized,
if it is possible to satisfy κ with only polarity adjustments and
buffer/inverter sizing. If it fails, ADBs are inserted to satisfy
κ; then, ClkWaveMin is executed again, in which the inverter
library I contains an ADI in Fig. 4, as well as the normal
inverters of different size. Note that ADBs that have been
already allocated must not be replaced with buffers or inverters
since ADBs are essential to meet the clock skew bound in
multiple power modes; each ADB can be replaced with an
ADI or stay as ADB. Likewise, non-ADBs may not become
ADBs or ADIs since this replacement leads to unnecessary
increase of area. This restriction is handled during feasible
buffer/inverter type computation by checking if the leaf node is
an ADB or not. After the ADB insertion, at least one WaveMin
solution exists for the ADB inserted clock tree—the trivial
solution in which no buffer sizing and polarity assignment are
applied.
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Fig. 13. Flow of ClkWaveMin-M, an extension of ClkWaveMin to support
multiple power mode designs. Note that module Insert-ADB resolves the
clock skew violation and the subsequent module ClkWaveMin performs the
polarity assignment with library B ∪ I ∪ ADB ∪ ADI while retaining the
satisfaction of clock skew constraint.

Fig. 14. Relationship between peak noise and the degree of freedom which
measures the flexibility of polarity assignment of a feasible intersection. The
plot has been acquired by optimizing s35932 circuit in ISCAS’89 benchmark
set.

One of the bottlenecks of this optimization is the intersec-
tion process. In [27], the time complexity of the intersection
process is O(|L|(M+1) · (|B|+ |I|)(M+1)), where M is the number
of power modes. The complexity increases exponentially as
the number of modes increases. In thermal mode, this was a
less concern since only a few coolest and hottest modes may
be considered. Although even the brute force method may
have a fast execution time in practice, depending on the input
size—this is because most of the intersections are not feasible
and pruned early during execution—it is possible to improve
the performance through the use of the concept of degree of
freedom: given a feasible intersection, the degree of freedom is
calculated by simply counting the total number of the buffers
and inverters produced by the intersection for all sinks. For
instance, in Table IV, the degree of freedom of intersection
(75, 79) is 6 and (75, 78) is 4. As illustrated in Fig. 14, it is
observed that there is a negative correlation between the degree

of freedom and peak noise; the more the freedom is, the lower
the noise is. Hence, we use the degree of freedom to prune
out less free intersections during the intersection process.

VII. Experimental Results

A. Experimental Setup

The proposed algorithms ClkWaveMin, ClkWaveMin-f and
ClkWaveMin-M have been implemented in C++ language
on a Linux machine and tested on ISCAS’89 benchmark
circuits. The benchmarks were synthesized using Synopsys’
Design Compiler and clock trees were synthesized as zero
skew trees (<10 ps clock skew in HSPICE simulations) with
Synopsys’ IC Compiler, using Nangate 45-nm Open Cell
Library [35]. RC extractions were performed on IC Compiler
and HSPICE simulation was done on the clock trees. To
measure the clock noise in the power/ground network, the
power grid model in [36] was used and voltage fluctuations
at the source/drain of each buffer/inverters were measured. In
addition, to synthesize ISPD’09 CTS contest benchmarks, we
have employed the algorithm in [37].

We also implemented the best ever known polarity assign-
ment algorithm ClkPeakMin [27] for the comparison with
our algorithms. All leaf nodes were attempted to be assigned
to any of BUF X8, BUF X16, INV X8, and INV X16.
The benchmark circuits were partitioned into a square grid
of zones, where the grid size had been determined empir-
ically as 50 × 50 μm. Larger zones tend to yield better
optimization results [27] since the optimizer can consider
more leaf buffering elements than smaller zones, although
some saturation point exists. Moreover, excessively large zones
should be avoided since it leads to prolonged optimization time
due to increased subproblem size and the zones may suffer
from locally large noise, due to concentrated buffer/inverter
in some local area within the zone. On average, each zone
contained 4.3 nodes for ISCAS’89 benchmarks and 4.9 nodes
for ISPD’09 benchmarks. In particular, benchmark design
S35932 has 7.1 nodes in each zone on average.

B. Assessing the Performance of Approximation Algorithm
ClkWaveMin Over ClkPeakMin [27]

Table V summarizes the comparison of the results produced
by ClkPeakMin [27] and ClkWaveMin when clock skew bound
is set to κ = 20 ps. VDD and Gnd noises are the maximum
voltage fluctuations observed in the power and ground grids,
respectively. In summary, ClkWaveMin reduces the peak cur-
rent by 15.6% on average.

C. Assessing the Performance of Fast Algorithm ClkWaveMin-f
Over ClkWaveMin

Table VI shows comparison with results by ClkWaveMin
using various time sampling points and our fast ClkWaveMin-f
(|S| = 158). For |S| = 4, from ISS and IDD waveforms, two
values from each current profile were obtained by extracting
the maximum value from the first and the second halves of the
waveform. We can see that the use of more sampling points
leads to a further reduction in peak current. Furthermore,
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TABLE V

Comparison of Results by ClkPeakMin [27] and ClkWaveMin When κ = 20 ps, ε = 0.01, |S| = 158. Column n Denote the Total Number

of Buffering Elements, Including Both Non-Leaf Nodes and Leaf Nodes and |L| Is the Number of Leaf Buffering Elements

TABLE VI

Comparison With ClkWaveMin (ε = 0.01) Varying the Number of Time Points and ClkWaveMin-f (|S| = 158, κ = 20 ps)

our fast greedy algorithm ClkWaveMin-f produces the result
close to that by ClkWaveMin with 158 sampling points, but
run time is significantly fast. For the seven benchmark cir-
cuits, ClkWaveMin found near-optimal assignments that were
expected to have lower noise than that by ClkWaveMin-f.
However, the results from more accurate HSPICE simulation
show that ClkWaveMin-f sometimes yields a superior polarity
assignment than ClkWaveMin. This is mainly because of
the modeling inconsistency between HSPICE and our noise
model: noise(φ(ei), s) is affected by the polarity/sizing of
neighboring nodes.

D. Impact of Process Variations on ClkWaveMin

Even though the optimizations are based on the nominal
values, to investigate the effect of process variation on the
products of ClkPeakMin and ClkWaveMin, Monte Carlo sim-
ulations were run on the clock trees, where the trees were
optimized with κ = 100 ps and |S| = 158. Wire widths, wire
lengths, buffer/inverter widths, and threshold voltages were
randomized in which all the variables follow the Gaussian
random distribution of N(μ, σ2), where μ is the variables’
respective nominal value and σ satisfies σ/μ = 5%. For each
benchmark circuit, 1000 randomized instances were generated
for HSPICE simulations.

On average, 95.5% and 83.9% of the clock trees produced
by ClkPeakMin and ClkWaveMin satisfied the clock skew
bound κ, respectively. This is because some of the circuits
optimized by ClkWaveMin had the nominal clock skews that
were very close to κ so that they were more sensitive to the
variations; ClkWaveMin tries to disperse the noise waveform

over time slots, but this leaves less room for variations. The
average values of peak current and VDD/Gnd noise were close
to that of Table V. Since the circuits have different noise val-
ues, we normalized the standard deviations of each benchmark
circuit as σ̂/μ̂, where μ̂ is the observed average value and σ̂

is the observed standard deviation. The average normalized
standard deviations for peak current, VDD, and Gnd noises
were 0.054, 0.082, and 0.084, respectively, when optimized by
ClkPeakMin. For ClkWaveMin, we obtained 0.062, 0.086, and
0.086. Since neither of the algorithms are variation tolerant,
these similar figures would be expectable.

E. Assessing the Performance of ClkWaveMin-M Supporting
Designs With Multiple Power Modes

ClkWaveMin-M has been applied to the benchmark circuits,
given four power modes. Each benchmark was partitioned
into four to ten power domains with each having two op-
erating modes at supply voltage levels of 0.9 V and 1.1 V.
Table VII summarizes the results of ClkWaveMin-M. While
any ADB embedding algorithms may be used, we employed
the algorithm in [17], which is known to insert a minimum
number of ADBs in multiple power modes to resolve the
clock skew violation. The optimization results produced by
ClkWaveMin-M have been compared with the noise-unaware
clock trees (denoted as ADB-embedded-only in Table VII)
produced by [17] which inserts ADBs to meet the clock skew
constraint for every power mode. It is evident from the table
that ClkWaveMin-M reduces noise on multiple power mode
designs, without violating clock skew bound. On average,
ClkWaveMin-M achieves 16.38% peak current reduction. One
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TABLE VII

Result Produced by ClkWaveMin-M That Supports Designs With Multiple Power Modes

interesting data to note is S15850 with skew bound of 130 ps.
It has no ADB allocated, yet the buffer sizing managed to
satisfy the clock skew constraint for all modes.

The reasons that only a fraction of ADBs were replaced
with ADIs is that: 1) while ADBs are located at both leaf
and non-leaf positions, only the ones at the leaf positions
are subject to ClkWaveMin and may be replaced with ADIs,
and 2) since ADIs have longer signal propagation delay than
that of ADBs, during feasible type computation, ADIs were
mostly pruned. As shown in Fig. 4, there are three inverters
in an ADI that causes ADIs to have longer delays than ADBs.
Currently, in our implementation, the first inverter that directly
receives the incoming clock signal has nMOS width of 45 nm
which is the smallest feature size allowed by the technology.
Thus, it is impossible to reduce the ADI size. Instead, the
designer might choose to have larger ADBs so that the signal
propagation delay is balanced. However, this will cause ADBs
to occupy larger area, and in this experiment, we chose to have
the unbalanced ADBs and ADIs.

VIII. Conclusion

We addressed a new problem of clock buffer polarity
assignment combined buffer sizing to overcome a set of fun-
damental limitations of the conventional clock buffer polarity
assignment methods, which are: 1) the unawareness of the
signal delay differences to the leaf clock buffering elements;
2) the ignorance of the effect of the current fluctuation of
non-leaf clock buffering elements on the total peak current
waveform; and 3) the inability of supporting low-power digital
designs with multiple power modes. We showed that our
proposed polarity assignment algorithms can be used effec-
tively to reduce the peak current caused by clock signal
propagation in both the diverse high-speed designs [38] with

single power mode and the low power designs with multiple
power modes. However, some circuits experienced VDD/Gnd
noise degradations despite the improvement of peak current
noise. Since VDD/Gnd noises are the cause of propagation delay
degradation of circuits, future works should consider not only
the clock trees but also the power distribution networks so that
the voltage noises can be improved.
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